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Abstract

Blockchain technology's increasing popularity and relevance has

made it a hot topic in industries such as finance and utilities.

However, its potential goes beyond these industries and arguably

it is one of the most versatile and emerging technologies today.

 

In this paper we take a look at blockchain technology and its

applications to the supply chains; specifically food supply chains.

In the first part, we define the technology and describe its key

characteristics. Subsequently, we take a look at technical aspects

that characterize the blockchain, such as cryptography and smart

contracts. Thirdly, we analyze the supply chain industry, its current

state and problems. You will read about real life scenarios

displaying the peculiarities of the technology and the

consequences of its inefficiencies. 

 

Additionally, we show how the blockchain can tackle and

overcome problems, and what kind of effect it may have on the

industry. Lastly, we address the current limitations and negative

implications of the technology which are yet to be answered.
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We are the Bocconi Blockchain and Cryptocurrency Association -

we foster a community driven approach for the adoption of

Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies. Our goal, as an association is to

research the technology, to help other people learn about its

mechanisms, potential application and challenges, and also

provide opportunities for discussion with experts and

professionals in this broad new exciting industry.

 

This paper is written by the BBCA Consulting Team, whose aim is

to help and provide guidance and advice for companies interested

in the implementation of the technology in their operations and

services.
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Introduction to the
Blockchain

1.

 The blockchain is a digital ledger that stores an archive of transactions across a

peer-to-peer network of computers. Every transaction goes into a so-called

“block” that, once full data capacity is reached, gets linked through

cryptographic procedures to a chain containing all the previously created

blocks. This process creates an immutable record of transactions that is

replicated on every computer in the network.

 

The blockchain has two notable features. It is:

Decentralized: control is shared among several independent entities and,

Distributed: the parts of the system exist in distinct locations. 

 

Moreover, compared to a centralized system, the blockchain is “trust-less”, given

that the user does not have to trust any counterpart or external actor to complete

the transaction. It is the technology that acts as a depositary of trust and ensures

the validity of the exchange.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 - Comparison of centralized, decentralized and distributed networks.

Source: sap.blog.com
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The blockchain can enhance trust across a business network through five

attributes:

 

Distributed: The ledger is shared and duplicated at constant intervals across

the whole network. Since there is no central authority the existence of

blockchain is independent from any individual entity.

 

Secure: Using secure identification and cryptography it is possible to prevent

unauthorized access to the network and to ensure that individuals are who they

claim to be. The transactions’ data is encrypted and can be made inaccessible

to unauthorized users to maintain confidentiality. Once the conditions

regulating a  transaction are met the parties cannot modify records of the

transaction.

 

Transparent: Transactions can be verified in almost real time by every

participant without the need of an intermediary. Everyone can have access to

the record of the executed transactions and verify the current state of the

blockchain.

 

Consensus based: Every blockchain has a specific set of conditions

determining consensus that are established within the network (e.g: Proof-of-

Work, Proof-of-Stake or Proof-of-Authority). Either all of the nodes or a selected

group must agree that a transaction is valid.

 

Flexible: Thank to the use of smart contracts, a set of rules that defines the

conditions of a transaction, the business scope of blockchain will evolve as the

technology becomes widespread.    
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2. Technical Aspects
 

 

 

Blockchain's attractiveness lies on the fact that it allows tamper-proof

(immutability) and secure (private) transactions, while enabling businesses to

have a single intermediary system handling transactions with minimal friction

and delay. In a real-world scenario, this would translate into having real-time

sharing of data among business partners, with a single version of the “truth”, and

a fast and secure verification procedure all of which comes without risky and

costly intermediaries.

 

Now, technology will be analyzed from a more technical point of view. We will

explore the role of “cryptography” and the reasons of using it within a blockchain

system, additionally, we will address “smart contracts”, but more importantly there

will be a discussion of how these features can play a meaningful role in the context

of supply chains.

 

Dive into the technicalities

Understanding blockchain can be a difficult task, given the long list of technical

aspects involved: P2P network, cryptography, digital signatures, consensus

protocols, hashing algorithms, proof-of-stake, proof-of-work, smart contracts, etc.

In this section, we will briefly introduce these topics and then focus on two

fundamental characteristics of a blockchain in the supply chain environment:

cryptography and smart contracts.

 

What characterizes a blockchain?

The blockchain uses cryptography, hash algorithms and digital signatures to

ensure the security and privacy of the network's participants. Moreover, it

implements consensus protocols (such as: proof-of-stake and proof of work) to

grant immutability as well as making sure that the content gets synchronized

among nodes of the network. The aggregation of the previously mentioned

characteristics creates a powerful self-auditing ecosystem.
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2.1 Cryptography
Nowadays, cryptography is a key component of web platforms requiring some

kind of secure communication between two or more devices over the Internet. In

order to provide a private channel where hosts can exchange information safely,

such technology is a must. Most of us use cryptography techniques on a daily

basis without even realizing it: messaging apps, SIM cards and even credit/debit

cards. To be more concrete: when typing a password or confidential information

on a website or on an internal platform, the client-server communication is most

likely to be protected by encryption and decryption algorithms.

 

Following more technical jargon, ”cryptography” consists of a series of

algorithms that cover communications between two agents (or multiple agents)

by encrypting/decrypting the message (called “payload”) through what is known

as “hash”: fixed-length string (“word”) which is unique for every unique input

(example of “hash”: “e0d123e5f316bef78bfdf5a008837577”. 

 

Basically, it allows secure and private conversations between two nodes

(typically client-to-client or client-to-server communications) within a network. At

this point, a natural question may have come up in your mind: why is this

technology one of the main characteristics of a arbitrary blockchain?

 

Blockchain utilizes cryptography primarily for two purposes:

 

Securing the identity of the participants of the network through “digital

signature”

Almost ensuring that past transactions cannot be tampered with (Notable

exception: 51% attack. For more details, proceed to section 5.4 of the paper)

 

In other words, one can be sure that once the information is recorded on a

blockchain, this operation had been carried out legitimately and in such a way

that it has preserved security over the transaction. To be more precise, on the

legitimacy side, part of the job is done by smart contracts, which will be

introduced later.

 

 

1.

2.
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Among all the available cryptography algorithms, the focus will be centered in a

general manner on those that fall under the asymmetric cryptography cluster,

which are the ones used by blockchain technology.

Asymmetric Cryptography

Asymmetric cryptography (also named as “public-key cryptography”) uses two

separate keys: public keys and private keys assigned to each user in the network,

the first being available to all users and the second (as the name suggests)

known only to the user which is identified with it. One important thing to

remember in order to fully grasp the reason why such method works is that there

is no way to derive private keys when starting from public keys.

 

How does the algorithm work? 

"A combination of sender private key and recipient public key is used to encrypt

the message while a combination of sender public key and recipient private key

is used to decrypt it."

 

This process assure that only the intended party will be able to decrypt the

message, since it is only the user that hold their own private key, which is

required to have access to the message.
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2.2 Smart Contracts
In order to carry out a verified and accurate transaction, the blockchain makes

use of a “smart contract”: “a set of rules that govern a business transaction,

written in code and stored on the blockchain where it gets executed as soon as a

transaction occurs”.

 

In other words, what a smart contract does is to interpret every transaction in a

predefined way: “if this happens, then trigger an event and do that”. The

combination of blockchains, cryptography and smart contracts yields a secure,

transparent and automated mechanism of performing transactions without the

presence of any intermediary.

 

Origin of the term

The origin of this concept can be attributed to “Nick Szabo”, a well-known

computer scientist, who first theorized the usage of complex cryptographic

related mechanisms to ensure property and privacy over the cyberspace. Later

on, Nick structured the idea into a theoretical infrastructure which was later

defined and implemented by the Ethereum project with the name of “smart

contract”.

 

What are the advantages of exploiting blockchains and smart

contracts in building supply chain?

There are multiple benefits blockchains can bring when used to build a digital

supply chain, one of which is particular interesting: traceability. This feature plays

a significant role when it comes to: 

 

Providing and granting a “unique version of the truth”, 

 

Scaling visibility at all level of the chain through a single distributed ledger

shared among all the parties, 

 

Automating workflow and event triggering through built-in smart contracts

(single product tracking from the beginning to the end of the chain)



In a public blockchain, such procedures provide more transparency in each

step of the chain, a self-auditing system, a faster flow of cash among parties, but

it can also be useful to detect and limit the grey market.

 

Despite these attractive characteristics, some issues that still need to be

resolved are impeding the proliferation of such technology. Such as:

 

Scalability: low transactions per second (compared to already-implemented

systems) due to its decentralized structure 

 

Confidentiality: many companies prefer not sharing information on

transactions and transactional parties

 

Functionality: being an immature technology, existing solutions can be

better implemented to tackle the same problem (e.g: chain of custody),

mainly due to the scalability and confidentiality issues.

 

Knowledge: there is little knowledge and awareness of the technology

potential 

 

A question that we will try to address in the following chapters: Will blockchain

become an adoptable solution to implement within the digital supply chain in

the future?
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3. Supply Chain
 

 

 

The current state of the food industry could most certainly benefit from increased

traceability, in order to deal with some of its biggest problems regarding food

safety and origin, among others. The effects of increased traceability range from

small to big players and reach effectively every dimension of the business.

Whether a company struggles with recalling unsafe for consumption chicken or

society suffers with illegal fishing, blockchain applications would be able to

relieve a lot of the industry’s pain points. 

 

Millenials' Trend

Millennials show higher demand for healthy and fresh foods than any other

generation, emphasizing the importance of how foods are processed and

putting suppliers under close scrutiny whenever things go wrong. Millennials

now represent a majority of the workforce in the United States and as their

buying power begins to increase, so does the influence this consumer group

have over big food manufacturers. But does increased demand from consumers

with higher willingness to pay means higher revenues? No, not necessarily. 

 

Changes in consumer taste not only affect the products they buy, but also their

relationship with the companies whose products they are buying. This means

that consumers are very quick to pick up on “hype” products easily handing over

their cash to companies, but that also means that the opposite case (i.e. product

recalls, faulty or damaging goods) may have disastrous consequences for

producers. Additionally, millennials’ trust of big food brand names is at a record

low, leaving their reputations especially susceptible to damage.
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Positive implication of the Blockchain in developing countries

The application of blockchain technologies is mostly concentrated in heavily

industrialized and developed countries, however, many of its characteristics

could be most beneficial in countries with low trust in institutions. Picture Brazil, a

country with a reputation for corruption; in which recently two food-processing

behemoths (including one of the world’s largest producers of meat) have been

accused of bribing officials to falsify sanitary permits in order to sell expired and

rotten meat. In this case, the immutable nature of transactions recorded in the

blockchain would allow consumers and retailers to identify when (through

timestamps) the meat processed at every step, allowing consumers to eliminate

reliance on officials who may or may not have been bribed to falsify information.

 

Traceability Examples - Cheese

Brazil

Brazilian food retailer named "Caipira Express" has been using blockchain

technologies to verify the progression of cheese through the entire supply and

distribution chain. The cheese sold is a delicacy of the Minas Gerais region,

making the location of production sites particularly important to consumers.

Additionally, buyers can pay in bitcoin and are rewarded with 1000 Caipiracoins

for verifying their cheese, which they may accumulate and exchange for other

goods.

 

But what if the geographical origin and methods used to produce food needed

to comply with specific regulation? This is the case in Europe, where some types

of products receive a stamp called Protection Designation of Origin, which

ensures that the products were produced within a certain location and using

certain methods. This is the very reason why most “Parmesan” cheese in the US

are named illegally. In practice, that does not mean that the American cheese is

bad, it just means that it is not Parmesan cheese.
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Italy

In Italy, the "Denominazione di Origine Protetta", or DOP ensures that true

Parmesan cheese must be produced within a few specific regions of Italy and

using certain methods of production. While one may still be able to profit selling

Parmesan-like cheese, true Parmesan DOP cheese usually carries a higher price

tag. Producers willing to make a quick (and illegal) buck may try to sell their

products as the real deal, however this is not likely with the blockchain. Similar to

our Brazilian example, customers, regulators and retailers would potentially be

able to tell with precision where, when and who produced their Parmesan

cheese. In case producers were trying to tamper with the chain, it would not

reach a consensus and the transaction would be rejected, making it harder for

sketchy producers to sell their goods, who would now need to fake the entire

supply chain and not a single step. The blockchain also increases accountability,

still with our Brazilian example, the QR code allows anyone to see who verified

each step and personally accounted for its quality, therefore, giving authorities a

clear indication of who committed the fraud.

 

Moving to a different perspective, an increase in supply chain transparency may

also be able to bring extensive benefits to consumers in terms of safety when

products need to be recalled. Let us imagine a situation in which a chicken meat

multinational needs to recall one specific batch after it was found that during a

small period of time one of chicken farms did not comply with food safety

regulation. From one side, it is rather simple for the company to issue a statement

informing consumers and call it a day. However, how do we ensure that the

consumers who bought from that specific batch have been notified?

 

As the blockchain allows us to immutably track every step of the supply chain, it

could also help supermarkets track who is buying what and use the information

contained in their membership cards to reach out to them and make sure they

get the message. Most supermarkets already offer membership cards and hence

tracking what each individual consumer buys would not be a difficult task.

Additionally, supermarkets are also able to track what you buy (anonymously)

when paying with credit or debit cards, meaning that they gather data from each

individual card, even if they don’t know who bought it. In this case, consumers

could be notified of a recalled product the next time they come to the store.
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4. Blockchain as a
possible solution?
 

 

 

 

According to the infrastructure that characterize a blockchain, once new data

and transactions are verified and recorded into the chain, the new information

are automatically updated and gets spread over the nodes composing the

network. 

 

Blockchain technology can be applied to supply chain management with the

aim of eliminating any delay and confusion in information recording, to help

companies identify and further solve potential issues concerning the condition of

goods before it becomes too late to rescue.

 

One of the key aspect of public blockchains in this context is that they are

transparent, meaning that anyone has access to the database. Customers,

regulators and every other participant in the supply chain could retrieve the

same information but no one is able to tamper the data already there. Customer

no longer need to trust any big brand or authority to make sure, for example, that

you buy safe and healthy food and that specific procedures and local laws such

as DOCG, DOP are followed. 

 

In case of events such as massive food recall (one of the reasons could be

infected food that may threat the life of people), the challenge is to pinpoint

where the tainted food originated, where it was distributed, and where and to

whom it was sold. With the current paper-based database, the information chain

is disrupted and fragmented and may not be accurate: it requires a process that

could extend to a very long timeframe to identify which shop is selling the food

and who bought it. However, timing is critical when dealings with this kind of

urgent event.
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Imagine a totally different scenario, where blockchain could be applied to tackle

issues concerning the provision of food within the food industry. Once a food is

identified as tainted, authorities could track and find out which steps in the

supply chain may be relevant to the problem. The customer could be notified

immediately, thanks to the vast amount of information that is stored and verified

in the network: each transaction carried out by member of the supply chain can

be recorded as soon as they get executed. We can see that blockchain could

play a big role in promising and safeguarding the quality of our food.

 

Despite the great potential of this technology in the industry, some unresolved

issues have limited the widespread of it in this context. For instance, the

underlying cost of implementing a blockchain for supply management could be

enormous, discouraging smaller market players to even consider it as a possible

solution to follow the trends mentioned above. Should governments incentivize

the usage of such technology? And if the answer is yes, why?   

 

In this matter, there are three important facts to be clarified:

 

Blockchain is not to be interpreted as a piece of software that can be bought

and subsequently incorporated into one’s current activity. It consists of a

powerful infrastructure that enables data to be synchronized in a fast, secure

and decentralized way. For some applications, it could completely replace

existing IT infrastructures. 

 

Blockchain requires each player involved to submit standardized data. The

aim is to make sure that everyone in the network can understand each other

and to be more able to track the same product over multiple transactions that

involve different players. One way to carry out this procedure could consist in

using global trade identification numbers to uniquely identify items in the

chain, as well as global location numbers to uniquely identify facilities. 

 

Most importantly, to achieve a consistent, traceable system, all the parties

involved must make use of the infrastructure.
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IIn conclusion, we have seen how blockchain technology could give an effective

answer to multiple needs that arise in modern commercial transactions. 

Being a relatively new technology, the presence of multiple problems related to

the technology might impede widespread adoption as an integrated solution in

supply chain management. To date, its benefits still have to be proven realistic

and feasible for businesses already in the market.
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5. Current Limitations
 

 

 

Every methodology has its pros and cons, as does every technology. Especially

in an environment where the pace of change is so rapid that we are still unable to

adapt to it. Likewise, this also applied to blockchain technology as well. It is a

relatively new technology which is still undergoing numerous changes and

developments. There are undoubtedly limitations that businesses might face if

they decide to adopt blockchain technology. This section introduces the

potential obstacles that may emerge if a company chooses to adopt this

infrastructure.

 

Supply chain in short

A supply chain is a network of all the relevant stakeholders, inputs, activities and

technologies that are intrinsically and extrinsically bound to the establishment

and sale of a product ranging from the delivery of source materials from the

supplier to the manufacturer and finally to its end destination: the consumer.

 

5.1 Lack of regulation 

There is a lack of regulation for blockchain technology and its platform.

Therefore, without any legal guidelines and enforcement, this could create a

risky environment for its usage. In the case of supply chain management

intermediated with the use of a blockchain, there might be several issues.
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5.2 Product and Information Security

If information (product, trading party, auction pricing, prototype, etc...) were to be

leaked, from whom should the company seek compensation? Since blockchain

is a relatively new technology that is in an ever-changing series of updates and

the lack of regulation would probably leave the company in trouble if sensitive

information should be leaked out. There is no regulation at the moment that

pinpoints whether the company that has set up a blockchain would be liable or

the operating company (supplier) of the blockchain system would be bearing

responsibility for the consequences. Hence, this is one particular aspect that

companies must consider carefully. This is especially relevant to industries that

handle sensitive information such as electronics and pharmaceutical industries,

whereby information pertaining to the prototypes or R&D products has

astronomical values, and could shape the direction of the organization’s future

 

5.3 Nature Complexity

Blockchains can be slow and cumbersome. In fact, due to their complexity and

their encrypted, distributed nature, blockchain transactions might take a longer

time period with respect to the “traditional” methods. This will bring forth to more

flaws that might emerge.

 

For companies that have already established a clearly defined supply chain

system, they would probably not require a centralized infrastructure to store data

with a true end-to-end approach. These well-established companies have

infrastructures that are capable of providing a large amount of traceability with

information that they can already control themselves. Hence, such companies

would not require a blockchain to tackle issues related to the supply chain flow,

since they can leverage their existing technologies and can effectively

accommodate their mass volume of transactions within the companies

themselves..
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5.4 Sunk-cost

Many of the most known firms such as Apple Inc, GSK and Samsung have

already invested in their own supply chain technology. Therefore, it does not

make any economic sense to re-invest into another form of supply chain

technology which has yet to provide reliable and concrete results. Moreover, if

the company decided to install the blockchain technology, the company would

actually have to revamp the system and retrain the workers on the operation

details and guidelines of the system. This would cause the company to incur

more costs. At the same time, individuals are reluctant to change, thus having to

re-learn an entire operating managing system would generate more hassles and

dissatisfactions for the employees. This would eventually result in less

coordination and efficiency.

 

5.5 Human Error

Information that is to be stored into the database must be of high quality and

accuracy, otherwise the data stored on a blockchain will not be of any value. As

the saying goes “garbage in, garbage out”, it also represents a large degree of

validity in a blockchain system that is based upon a centralized database. Hence,

any inaccurate or non-valid inputs will result in an highly flawed displayed of

data or outputs

 

5.6 51% attack

Lastly, an unavoidable security flaw. Since the blockchain system is based on a

distributed network, if more than half of the computers that are working as nodes

within the network indicates a flaw, the flaw will become an accurate information.

This is commonly known as the 51% attack, where a group of miners (those

controlling more than 50% of the mining hashrate) would be able to prevent new

transactions from gaining confirmations or even approve false and perhaps

illegal transactions.

 Additional questions that might to be addressed are:

Can blockchain technology create real value into supply chain management?

Can blockchain provide internal transactional efficiencies?

What is the potential cost in the case of end-product failures, recalls and

litigation?
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6. Case Studies
 

 

 

1) TraceLabs - Origin Trail Protocol

One of the companies that is working to increase traceability in supply chains

with experience in the food industry is Trace Labs. Trace Labs is a company

based in Hong Kong, that created a protocol called "Origin Trail". You can find

more information about Trace Labs on their website. As the true value of

blockchain application lies in its decentralized nature, there is a need to create

protocols that allow multiple parties to work well together. We know from hard

forks in the cryptocurrency world that making decisions without supervision of a

central authority can be difficult. 

 

Anže Voje is a member of the team at OriginTrail, an open-source protocol that

allows different organizations to exchange trusted data between them. It aims to

improve the issues related to scalability and efficiency that similar existing

blockchain applications have experienced. According to Anže, “The technology

can be used for solving different challenges and extracting more value out of

exchanged data, both with consumer-facing applications (provenance or

products, track-and-trace, anti-counterfeiting) or with internal and B2B

applications (supply chain management, audits & certifications, etc...).”

 

BTC, a logistic center founded in 1954 and located in Slovenia, is one of the

companies using Trace Lab’s technology to increase traceability. Given the

nature of its business, BTC needs to work with multiple parties (more than 4,000)

that might be using different traceability standards to track their goods. As it

seems likely that governments will begin increasing regulation and mandating

detailed traceability of goods, the introduction of one (or several) standards

appears to be a major proposition. BTC uses OriginTrail’s protocol in conjunction

with Trace Labs’ proprietary software nOS (Network Operating System), which

according to Anže, helps companies connect their legacy IT systems with

OriginTrail’s protocol all in a single platform.
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The future looks bright for Trace Labs and its OriginTrail protocol, as traceability

has become particularly important to millennials, the largest demographic group

in America. According to a Forbes interview with Kira Karapetian (Marketing VP of

Label Insight) and Keith Knopf (President and CEO at Raley’s), millennials are

particularly loyal to brands that provide true, complete, and detailed information

about the products they buy, often far more than what local legislation requires.

 

However, the massive impact of increased food traceability is not limited to

America or even to largely industrialized nations. In countries with large Muslim

populations, food providers must use halal practices. Following Islamic tradition,

foods are either halal or haram (“lawful” or “unlawful”, respectively). Thus, in

order to tap into this specific market, companies need to ensure that their

methods are halal, which represents a USD 2,5 trillion market globally.

 

Trace Labs has announced a partnership with OneAgrix in order to provide

blockchain applications to ensure halal food transparency. This partnership is

expected to have a deep impact on the level of trust that Muslim consumers will

have in the food they buy. Halal certification bodies, food producers, and nOS

can work together to increase shoppers’ confidence by bringing transparency to

a market that could most definitely benefit from a distributed, immutable ledger.

Not only are such ledgers useful for more developed nations, but similar

applications can also lower barriers of entry for companies that wish to enter this

market, allowing less developed nations to ensure a greater degree of regulation

compliance at a lower cost.

 

2) Provenance - A case on Tuna treceability

Provenance is a digital platform that empowers brands to take steps toward

greater transparency. With this software, businesses can easily gather and

present information and stories about products and their supply chains,

including verified data to support them. By connecting this information to things

- in store, on pack and online, consumers can discover the origin, journey and

impact of our products.
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Provenance enables every physical product to come with a digital ‘passport’ that

proves authenticity (Is this product what it claims to be?) and origin (Where does

this product come from?), creating an auditable record of the journey behind all

physical products. Provenance do not seek to be yet another solution added to

the list of data silos. Instead, it strives to build a system from the grassroots that

can use existing interfaces and apps wherever possible - simply providing the

first layer of shared truth for the material world.

 

A little bit of story background first

In Indonesia, there are many illegal boats and fisherman exhausting the tuna

resources and hurting the sustainability of the ocean environment. It is crucial

that customers know where the tuna originates and if the suppliers follow the

regulations. The company want to use blockchain technology to enable

traceability and transparency in the supply chain of tuna in Indonesia, and to

prevent illegal tuna hunting from threatening the local environment and

livelihood of registered fisherman. 

 

Thus far, the centralized system, was the only conceivable way to achieve data

and transaction transparency. However, the truth is that there is no single

organization that is responsible of enabling “data transparency” throughout the

supply chain. Moreover, the data being stored and managed by single party

could be targeted by hacking or bribery.

 

Tally-O protocol

The blockchain company (Project Provenance Ltd.) first met eight fishing

organizations, who are all members of AP2HI, the Indonesian Association of Pole

and Line and Handline Fisheries. All eight companies they visited used paper-

based to account for material flowing in and out of factories, with some Excel

reporting for government purposes, sent via email once completed. “PT Harta

Samudra” was the only company with some form of digital accounting for fish

products using the “ThisFish Tally-O” system deployed by “Ecotrust Canada”,

they were also the only company able to handle Fair-Trade fish. To comply with

Fair-Trade, their supplier used plastic tags on tuna loins to identify the fisherman

that caught the fish, before shipping to the factory.
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In order to digitize the supply chain information and enable interoperability of the

single datum, Provenance seeks to build on and use this pilot project as an

opportunity to demonstrate how the blockchain can be used to make data

interoperable along the whole chain, and between very different actors and

systems. Furthermore, linking the data to retailer and consumer experiences

would be an opportunity to galvanize a change in buyer behaviors while

reinforcing regulation and voluntary standards.

 

Specifically, Provenance develops and implements the blockchain system in

several steps of supply chain. First, registration and data collection from the ‘first

mile’. The respective fishermen have to send simple SMS messages to register

their catch, thus issuing a new asset on the blockchain with each SMS.

Accompanied by permanent, unique IDs, the assets will be transferred from

fisherman to supplier along with the catch, in both physical transactions and in

the digital register on the blockchain. At this point, the items originally owned by

the fishermen become linked to the suppliers. The identities of the fishermen are

saved forever in the list of previous owners held on the blockchain. The social

and environmental conditions for the fishermen at the point of capture are

verified through trusted local NGOs, whose audit systems validate their

compliance to an external standard, resulting in their eligibility to participate in

the Provenance-validated chain of custody.

 

The second process consists in linking the blockchain with already existing

systems. In short, the blockchain provides an audit layer sitting on top of an

existing ERP or other data management system - like “Tally-O”. This allows data

to be shared between separate parties. Further, it allows that data to be joined

with data collected from the first mile in a trustworthy way. By digitizing the

supply chain at the first mile, these items will be sold along with a digital record.

The record will be held on the blockchain, accessible to anyone with the unique

identifier attached to the item as a QR Code, RFID tag or using any other

hardware technology. When a whole fish whose catch was registered in

blockchain initially leaves the factory in multiple cans, the corresponding bar or

code containing data in blockchain would be applied to each can. 
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The label would be scanned by the scanner of “Tally-O” when leaving the facility,

during which digital asset would be issued and transferred to next actor in the

chain. Last, the consumer interaction. Stored information is accessible via in-

store tablets and NFC-enabled smart stickers. On the tablets, shoppers can view

stories for each product range, seeing the producers and suppliers involved in

farming or processing. Through smart stickers and packaging, shoppers can

hover their smartphones over a product to track its provenance on their own

screens.

 

Issues

For this pilot, products were linked to digital assets using QR codes and NFC

stickers. 2D barcodes can store the address of a digital asset on the blockchain

and can be generated in batches. However, it is easy to copy these tags at any

stage of the supply chain, which would undermine the validity of the physical

product associated with the blockchain, with no indication of this process in the

digital register. 

 

Benefits brought to user

With more transparent information for business and products, the risk posed to

consumers would be significantly lower. This would help to increase the sale and

add a premium to the  price of products.

 

3) VeChain - MyStory

VeChain, is a  BaaS (blockchain-as-a-Service) startup that aims at revolutionizing

the supply chain by creating a distributed, decentralized and safe ecosystem.

Vechain utilizes the blockchain by assigning to each product a VID (VeChain

Identity). In this way each product is tagged through a QR code, a NFC chip or

RFID tag that is linked to the online blockchain, thus allowing for online

traceability.
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Th VID is assigned by producers once the product is ready to go to the market.

These VIDs are characterized by a casual hashcode that will follow every step the

product will go through during the process, while memorizing all the information

needed. Moreover, the VeChain blockchain, also implements smart contracts

that are able to link each asset to external information such as accounts

containing cryptographic keys. The VeChain token (VEN) will be used as “fuel”

for this system, enabling smart contracts execution and incentive programs for

node owners. 

 

MyStory

A real/world application of Vechain is MyStory, an off-the-shelf blockchain based

digital assurance solution for the food and beverage industry developed with

DNV Gl. It combines the deep industry expertise of prominent industry leaders

with independent physical audits, data collection, and verification services.

 

Italian partnership

The Italian wine sector is the first to use MyStory working directly with four wine

producers, Michele Chiarlo, Ricci Curbastro, Ruffino and Torrevento who have

partnered and collaborated with VeChain and DNV GL on this disruptive

solution. These industry leaders will feature the MyStory label on their bottles in

stores, using the VeChainThor blockchain solution and hardware tags, by the

end of the year. 

 

Further developments

Additionally, Vechain and DNV GL have already announced that My Story is

currently being deployed in projects with companies in various locations and

industries. So beyond wine sector, we should expect to see new use cases

launched in the future. According to DNV GL, one of these new uses will be

guaranteeing the authenticity of clothes.
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Conclusion
 

 

 

Our work has identified key characteristics of a blockchain and has analyzed real

life applications.  We have decided to provide the reader with a brief technical

explanation of the technology because it is rather important to understand such

characteristics in order to fully grasp the technology’s potential. Executives who

wish to implement blockchains inside their field of work must understand key

distinctions between different blockchain infrastructures. As of right now,

blockchain applications tend to be ad hoc projects implemented on a case-by-

case basis, meaning that managers need to make macro decisions to achieve the

highest efficiency and value. 

 

As explained in the paper, the food industry could greatly benefit from

implementing this technology. From small to large firms, blockchain has the

potential to bring about the changes that consumers need and want from the

companies providing their food. Millennials are the most information-savvy

generation to ever set foot on this planet. Therefore, as a company, there are

huge financial incentives for implementing solutions that allow consumers to

have a large quantity of information with high degree of transparency and

immutability. 

 

We provided examples of real-world projects which are currently being

developed and deployed to provide increased trust in food supply chains. Only

time will tell the extent to which projects such as Trace Labs’ Origin Trail,

VeChain and Provenance will turn out to be viable and profitable. These are few

examples that demonstrate the powers of the blockchain, however, there are

multiple other platforms and projects in the field. Firms may use these as

templates to be improved upon and tailored to each firm’s specific needs and

wishes.
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However, it is important to note that the technology is still at a very early stage,

and blockchain applications still have a number of issues such as cost, scalability

and reliability that need to be addressed. 

 

We hope that this analysis will be the first of a semi-annual series of research

papers written about blockchain-related topics. We also hope that the next time

we begin our research, such applications will be at a much more developed

state, as will the entire technology.
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